
Who Is Sean Kubin, And What Are 

Dental Offices Saying About The 

Results They’ve Achieved? 



Who is Sean Kubin? 
Sean is the Chief Solutions Architect at Standard Computer.   

   His team of rock-star IT Professionals manages the 

Technology that is needed to make Dental offices run 

efficiently and securely. Sean’s experience and critical thinking 

allows solutions to be developed that can benefit from the very 

best that the market has to offer. All members of the team are 

trained to build “Standard Operating Procedures” for new 

problems as they are discovered thus preventing issues from 

occurring again in the future.  The aggressive problem solving 

culture, robust internal ’Standard Operating Procedures’ and 

our proprietary security whitelist gives our Dental clients 

unbeatable security, stability, and speed. 

How to contact Sean? 

Mailing Address 

 

PO BOX 5093 

Cabot, AR 72023 

 

Physical Address 

 

4200 Heritage Drive 

North Little Rock, AR 72117  

sean@standardcomputer.com 

501-224-0050 x1 



What Are Clients Saying About 

Standard Computer results? 

Ray Dental, Little Rock 
I already had a respectable IT company, but I found out that  

I was missing out on the absolute best computer support 

available. I also found out that I had quite a few problems 

with my network that could have caused major headaches 

soon. I was very disappointed that my previous company 

missed these issues after what I had been paying them. 

The "team" of Standard Computer was very impressive. 

They provide 24-hour service, are 100% knowledgeable, 

and they are 100% appreciative of your business! I have 

dealt with at least 4 computer gurus during my 24 years of 

practice and now can relax knowing I’m covered by 

knowledgeable guys. 

 

If you're not impressed with Standard Computer, I will buy 

you a BIG MAC with extra cheese!! 

“ 

” 

 

Ted Jolley, DDS  
Standard Computer is very efficient, and their employees 

are great. Problems are addressed/fixed quickly, and 

equipment is installed swiftly. When we call Standard 

Computer, we do not have to wait 2-3 days for someone to 

respond. They are always available immediately.  We 

absolutely recommend their monthly services. The 

employees are always nice even when I call them early in 

the morning and wake them up!  Our previous IT company 

took days or weeks to call us back regarding problems with 

our computers.  The guys at Standard Computer are 

available 24-7, so I have never had to wait. 

“ 

” 

Gail Holmes,  

Office Manager  

Steven Ray, D.D.S.  

Owner 



Skinner Family Dentistry 
Our backup system was not working. I received a marketing 

letter from Standard Computer & called right away. I talked 

to Sean and he came out the very next day. We now have a 

reliable backup. Sean and his team were able to figure out 

our needs and issues. We have received prompt attention 

that we have not received in the past. Everyone has been 

so helpful. We have been really impressed with the 

knowledge of the staff. 

  

“ 

” 

ASAP Smile Center. 
Standard Computer delivers comprehensive IT services and 

specializes in preventative maintenance. In my business, I 

cannot afford to have a computer or server go down and 

then wait days for another to be built and for programs to 

be loaded so it can function. Having a HIPAA certified IT 

technician really is a stress relief. Other IT companies are 

behind on staying up to date on electronic HIPAA protocols. 

 

“ 

” Drs. Sean & Richard Gore 

Owners 

Dr. Brian K. Skinner 

Owner 

“ 

” Dr. Boatright  

Owner 

Boatright Endodontics 
Standard Computer is prompt when responding to requests 

for service…which is very productive for our office. When 

our practice was changing locations, we needed immediate 

assistance so our daily routine would not be interrupted. 

Standard Computer responded and completed the task at 

OUR convenience.  



Center for Dental Excellence 
The monthly service plan is a savings, but the MAJOR savings is 

in the computer upgrades. It would take 10 years of monthly fee 

saving to equal the amount needed to upgrade our computers. 

  

“ 

” 

Monticello Dental Center 
We had a computer die and Standard Computer was 

tasked with coming to our office and installing 3 new 

computers and upgrading all our computers to Windows 

10. They worked through the evening and then spent many 

hours over the course of several days making sure 

everything was up and running like we needed it. Their 

tenacity and dedication to us made us feel like we were 

their most important client. Everyone is so friendly, 

knowledgeable, and prompt in taking care of our needs.  

“ 

” Kimberly Prince  

Team Lead 

Dr. Stephen Strout 

Owner 

“ 

” 
Ashley Inman 

Office Manager 

Inman Family Dental Clinic 
I am confident that our computer system is secure. I am 

most satisfied about being able to call when there is a 

problem and having it taken care of immediately. I can only 

get so much done in the office. I must bring home 

paperwork every night. The only way to do this is to be able 

to log in to my computer at the office. I could not do this 

without having SimpleHelp installed on my home computer. 



Downtown Dental Care 
Different dental offices have unique needs.  I represent an 

office that is very dependent on our technology and needs 

constant help and attention.  But, as a dentist and owner, I 

have a lot of different things on my plate and priorities shift 

around.  Standard Computer helps me to have control of 

the technology piece of the plate.  

“ 

” Gregory Stafford DDS  

Owner 

Sheridan Dental Center 
When a computer in an OP crashed, Standard Computer 

came down the very next morning with a new one. On two 

other occasions, they remoted in and fixed x-ray and 

keyboard issues on the spot. Prompt services are always 

provided by Standard Computer. All the staff is very 

knowledgeable and friendly.  

“ 

” 
Pamela Gillis 

Office Manager 

Malvern Dental Center 
We had an issue that made a big impact on our daily 

routine. Standard Computer came and fixed the problem. 

The company seems to really care about how things are set 

up and instantly wanted to correct things that may cause 

any issues in the future.  

“ 

” Jennifer Paul 

Team Lead 



Endodontic Associates  
A couple of months ago, we were having issues with our dental 

software and we were no longer able to take x-rays on patients. I was 

able to call Standard Computer before our office was open and they 

immediately started working to fix our problem. We did end up having 

to reschedule one patient, but just one. That issue could have ruined 

our whole workday had it not been fixed so promptly. 

“ 

” 

Knight Dental Care 
Standard Computer is reliable and easy to get in touch 

with. Anytime that I have a problem, the team can remote 

in and fix it. Time is very crucial when something goes 

wrong, but I do not have to worry about Standard 

Computer. They get us back up and running quickly. 

“ 

” Dr. William Knight 

Owner 

Dr. Amir Mehrabi 

Owner 

Kim Kosmitis, DDS 
Standard Computer never fails to amaze me with their 

quick responses. They are always able to fix our IT 

problems and always glad to help.  

“ 

” 
Beth Owens 

Office Manager 



Skinner Family Dentistry 
I am not the most technical person at all, so I appreciate 

that no one at Standard Computer makes me feel dumb 

when I am having an issue big or small. Everyone is always 

so friendly and helpful.  

“ 

” 

ASAP SMILE CENTER  
Immediate results. When I call with a minor issue, it is 

looked into right then, and I get an answer in minutes.  

Having a tech be able to virtually and securely evaluate and 

fix an issue is a life/practice saver. No more waiting for a 

tech that must drive to my place of business to look at the 

computers or servers.  

“ 

” 

Lori Davis 

Office Manager 

Dr. Sean Gore 

Owner 

Jacksonville Dental Center 
We are so much more efficient now.  I never have a hard 

time getting a hold of someone when we are having tech 

issues and that has been a huge improvement. 

” 
Ryan Bates 

Office Manager 

“ 



Banister Family Dental  
I like that IT help is just a phone call away and I’ve been 

impressed with the how Standard will remote in to fix 

whatever issue I have. I have never had to wait to have 

anything looked at. It is okay that we are "computer 

illiterate" because we know you are a phone call away when 

something starts giving us fits. 

“ 

” 

Pine Bluff Dental Center 
Proactive service- when something breaks or goes down, 

we cannot continue our day being a mostly digital office. 

Having a team that tries to stay ahead of the problems is a 

huge plus!  

“ 

” Stephanie Hinkle 

Office Manager 

Diemer Family Dental  
I like how I can get a hold of someone when needed. 

Customer service and installation services have been great. 

I was very pleased when you went above and beyond when 

I moved offices and setup my new server room. I have been 

able to rely on you to take care of my IT issues, and I know 

it will be handled correctly.  

” 

Dr. Bannister 

Owner 

Dr. Chase Diemer 

Owner 

“ 



DENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
We can call anytime; they are always there to help.   I love 

that someone is able to answer the phone at 7am so that 

my patient care is not interrupted. 

“ 

” 

BLANSCET ENDODONTICS  
I have many positive experiences to share: Most recent was 

a call on last Friday afternoon to help with a sensor driver 

that Carestream would not fix. Sean and his team were on 

it, and the team worked over the weekend to make sure we 

were up and ready to go on Monday morning. Personalized 

service from professionals that truly care about meeting 

our IT needs. 

“ 

” 
Dr. Michael L. Blanscet  

Owner 

Angela Wilson 

Front Office 

Ted M Pinney DDS 
I do not have to do anything but call Standard Computer. It 

takes a huge load off the staff not having to be on the 

phone trying to handle issues. Response time is fast, and 

the staff is very knowledgeable. 

“ 

” 
Mary Seymore  

Office Manager 



Dr. Ned Alley 
I most like the offsite customer service. Any dealings I have 

had with Standard Computer have been positive. The new 

staff seem to be doing well also. Dealing with a company 

that values its client’s communication is refreshing. 

“ 

” Ned Alley 

Owner 

Cantrell Dental  
Anytime we ask anything, we are always provided with quick 

feedback and GREAT customer service. There have been 

multiple times that I have been up at the office early and called 

to have something fixed and every task has always been 

completed before I even end my phone call and customers 

arrive!  

 

Standard came during our renovation and set up computers in 

our new operatories alongside the Patterson people. It was 

mass chaos, but he stuck it out and got us up and running 

before we opened the next day for patients. It is THAT kind of 

customer service that keeps us happy!  

 

We have not gone over a day without any technical problems 

that we have had being solved. Even when our website was not 

working, the guys quickly got us back up and running so that 

our patients weren't delayed in making requests for 

appointments online. 

“ 

Patience Tamburo  

Office Manager 

” 



Dr. Maxwell U. Fleming, Jr 
Prompt attention and your ability to remote in to address 

our issues set you part from other companies. 

“ 

” 
Dr. Max Fleming 

Owner 

Stephen W. Boatright, DDS 
These guys are so easy to work with... IT is not our 

expertise, teeth are, and this company treats us 

wonderfully! Most recently, we had a major power outage 

which took down our IT & phone system. Standard 

Computer was instantly available and made sure we were 

up and running complete with phones! Seriously, the team 

works well with our dental practice software and pano 

companies. They have spent hours on the phone 

researching the best options for us to keep our equipment 

(not installed by them) working. 

” Dr. Boatright 

Owner 

“ 

Dr. Bennett, APMR 
We rarely have to call into Standard because we rarely 

have issues, but we used to call our previous IT guys often. 

Standard is great in the sense that I feel like I’m talking to a 

friend when I call in.   I like that Sean and I can have direct 

conversations even though he is the owner.  It’s not often 

the owner is very accessible.   I am very happy with 

Standard’s IT services, keeping our HIPAA compliance up 

and updating our EMR at pricing that is impossible to beat. 

“ 

” 

Dr. Bennett 

Owner 



Centers  for Dental Excellence. 
 I used to have only one choice for my IT services, outside of the 

large dental supply companies, prior to meeting Sean and his 

team.  I was desperately needing computer upgrades in all three 

of my locations and was looking at an EXTREMELY large estimate 

to have this completed. 

   Sean and his team came in and found the components that 

needed upgrading and I saved a fortune by only replacing the 

items that absolutely needed to be replaced.  In addition, they 

organized and streamlined my IT "closet" like never before, which 

simplified the maintenance of my equipment. 

 

 I would highly recommend Sean and his team to any 

dentist that is looking to save on IT costs without 

sacrificing quality or competence.  

“ 

” 

Dr. Stephen Strout 

Owner 


